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COHXRENCIE EFFECTS IN DEEP INELASTIC SCATTERING FROM 
NUCLEI 

Greg Ver Steeg, Los Almos Summer School & Drake University, 2942 Bratltleboro, Des 
Moines, IA  5031 1, (515)274-3076, glvOOl@drake.edu 

J6rg Raufeisen, Physics Division, LANL, MS H846, Los Alamos, NM 87545 

Abstract. A complete thearetical picture? of rnrrltipl: scartering processes in QCD remains 
elusive. In deep inelastic scattering experiments @IS), we hope to find out information about 
The inUemal structure of nuclei from inelastically scattering high-energy electrons off them. The 
electrons interact via virtual photon exchange with rhe target. In the target rest fiame the virtual 
photon splits into a quark-antiquark pair which is then scattered off the target color field. At 
high energies, coherent multiple scattering within the nucleus takes place. We develop a model 
r.hat uses a parameterization of scattering cross section of the quark-antiquark pair off the proton 
to predict the cross section suppression known as shadowing in larger nuclei. This model takes 
the passibiliTy a9 multiple scartering into account using Glauber high-energy collision theory, In 
large nuclei we must also move beyond the eikonal approximarion ’by correcting for the finite 
lifetime of the quark-antiquark pair imide tlie nucleus. IXesults and implications of this model in 
relation to available data will ba discussed. Finally, application of this type o f  model to 
predicting gluon densities will be considered. Understanding this process can give us insights 
into the more oomplicated scattering taking place in heavy ion colliders such as UIIC and LHC. 

DIS FROM PROTONS 

Before turning to nuclear targets, it is useful to consider deep inelastic scattering (DIS) 
off protons first, DIS from protons can be understood using the parton model in which the proton 
is viewed as a noninteracrjlng collection of quarks and gluons. A lepton interacts with the proton 
by exchange of a virtual photon y*. AT the H E M  collider at DESY, 27 OeV positrons are made 
to collide wirh 920 OeV protons. In an event where a photon scatters electromagnetioally from a 
proton, it can be shown that the lepton-proton cross section is proportional to the smcrUre 
k c t i o n  Fa[l], This function is given in terns of Bjorken-x, the quark and antiquark densities, 
and zf, the electric charge of the quark flavor as 

In a &me, where the proton is fast moving, Bjorkenux can be interpreted as &e momentum 
fraction of the quark that is hi1 by the photon and Qz =-q2 >. 0 is the negative ofthe photons four- 
momentum squared, Thus, by observing the cross section of the scanered lepton, information 
about the internal strucme of the proton can be deduced. 

Typical values for Q2 in DIS experiments reach @om fractions of a GeV to several TeV, 
Experiment shows rhal scattering cross section is dependent on the vdue of Bjorken-x. The x 
dependence of the cross section is due to different contributions from valence quarks, which 
determine the quantum numbers of the nucleon, and sea quarks, virtual quark-antiquark pairs 
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NUC~BMS 
Fwa 1 : A 1cpt;an rrc&ters off ra r~eldus  vi^ w vktudphoton. The photon splh into a 
quark-antiquark pair whjich subsequently propagates through the target color lidd. 

produced by gluons. Neutrino scattering shows that sea quarks contribute for very small x, while 
valence quarks dominate at larger x. 

We am interested in small values o f  x<O. I where DIS is most conveniently described in 
the praton rest fi.ame. In rhis frame we see rhe vidual photon split into a qqp& long before 
reaching the p:roron/nucleus as shown in figure 1. The probability distribution of the photon split 
depends an Ikactional mamenturn carried by the quark in rhegg'pair, a, and also on their 
transverse separation, ,a The wave function of  the virtual photon can be found in the lirerature 
PI. 

Note that the dimensionless structure function F2, can be wrirten in terms of the scattering 
cross section crfrhe virtual photon off the proton as 

Using the photon wave fkction and the scattering crosg section of the q?j pairs, we cm calculate 
the scattering cross section of the vktuai photon on the proton, 

The phoron wavehcrion represents rhe probability of aqijpair forming with separarion p and 
momentum fraction a. The second term aqq represents the scattering orass section of this pair 
off the proton. We then inregrare over these two quantities to calculate the stmcmre f ic t ion for 
a praton. Unfortunately, no theoretical calculation of the cross section of the qq pair has been 
derived. However, several good parameterizations have been devised, 

A parameterization of the scattering cross seotion of  theqgpair on a proton based on 
saturation effects has been given by Golec-Biernat and Wfisrhoff [3]. At small separations, the 
pair can interact only via its dipole moment, so the cross secrion vanishes like p2 (color 
nansparency). However, at large p the crass section approwhes a constant value. The functional 
form of their parameterization is given by 

where R,' is  the x-dependent saturation scale. 

2 
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This model is a simple formulation with only three parameters GO, x, h and a good fit for all 
available scattering data at low x, but is not entirely SatisfwTory. At high energies, this 
parameterization predicts a constant cross section. This is clearly not what is seen in experiments 
involving high energy mesons. Nevertheless, the Wiisthoff parameterization works well for all 
low-x DIS dam. 

SCATTERING FROM NUCLEI 

Of course, an important question to ask i s  whether these Theoretical calculations of proton 
structure can be extended to more complex nuclei. A firet guess might be that for a nucleus ~ t h  
A nucleons FzA = AF2p. ExpairnenTal evidence shows this is not the case revealing a 
phenomenon known as "nuclear shadowing", i.e. a depletion of the nuclear cross section, Fz* 
AI?$', due to multiple scanering of the 44 pair inside tlie nucleus. It is a special advantage of The 
targa rest frame formulation that it allows the use of Glauber's high energy multiple scattering 
rheory [43. 

The y*--nucleus cross secrion is then simply calculated by replacing aqq with the cross 
section. for scattering a qq pair off a nucleus. The latter reads in Glauber eikonal approximarion; 

where T(b) is rhe nuclear thickness, Le. xhe integral over the nuclear density PA, 
(7) 

and b is the impact parameter. 
The eikonal approximation assumes that the quark-antiquark fluctuation lives an 

infinitely long time (compared to the nuclear radius) and that the lransverse separation of the 
pairs remains fkozen by Lorentz time dilation during propagation through the nucleus. These 
asswnptions ar8 fulfilled at infinitely high energies, however all data have to be measured at 
finite energy. Straightforward calculations with (6) grossly fail to describe experimental data and 
we have to account for the finite lifetime ofthe qq pair. 

The lifaime ZC of the pair, the so-called coherence lengthg  an be estimated from the 
uncertainty relaation. When rhe virtual photon splits into the qij pair, the longitudinal momearn 

T(b) =. $- 4 pn(b,Z)& 

transfer can be calculated as 
Q2m(l - a) -t- m; J. kf 1 

-=I, 

2va(l- a) IJi = 

where v i s  the photon energy. Note that the coherence length depends on the transverse 
momenta kl of the particles in theqifpair and is therefore undefined in p representation. 
Alrhough &is problem was settled in the Green function technique developed in [5] by taking the 
vmsverst motion of  the qij into actcount, it became neclessary to introduce several 
simplifications, like a constant nuclear density, before one could perform numerical calculations. 
In this work we include finite coherence length effects only in an approximate way, so that the 
resulting fomulae axe simple enough to employ a realistic parameterization of h e  nuclew 
density and the dipole cross secxion. 

How does a finite coherence lenggfh enter the multiple scattering formula? First it helps to 
rewrite our prior equation in mother form. It can be decomposed into a multiple of the proton 

3 
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Figure 2: The x dependence of nuclear shadowing o f h  relalive to carbon, The solid fine is 
calculated from equation 10. The dashed he shows a cdcul~tion in tha double scattering 
approximation. 

cross section minus a correction term for nuclear shadowing. It is this nuclear shadowing term 
which is of interest. 

A Enite coheretnce length enters the shadowing term as an oscillating phase factor 

Note that this phase factor is not inuoduccd ad hac. In a more carefbl derivation of (10)[6], The 
overlap ofrhe: wavehcrions o f  photon, quark and antiquark, produces a factor e'q4a , Taking the 
absolute square of the matrix element then yields the phase faaor in (P), We still have to specify, 
what to rake for the coherence length, i.e. for 41. Based on the analysis of 171, where an average 
coherence length was defined, we set 

where mn is the nuclear mass, 
We point out that (10) accounts for an arbitrary number of resoatterings as well as for a 

finite coherence length. This is an advmwge over other approaches, which either have to assume 
an Minim coherence length (6) or can calculate only the double scatrering contribution to 
shadowing. 

Note that fox small coherence length, i.e. for large q L ,  the phase factor in (10) oscillares 
rapidly and suppresses shadowing, Indeed, the coherence length has to exceed the mean 
internudeon distance of about 2 fm in order to observe shadowing. One also sees, that since &e 
dipole cross section enters the shadowing term sqwed, small dipoles do not contribute to 
shadowing. Only large dipoles, whose mean free paai is shorter than the nuclear radius, are 
shadowed. For very long ooherenoe length, ( I  0) reduces to (91, which is  identical to (6). 

We can now compare 50 data wi*out any adjustable parameter. Parameterizarion for 
nuclear densities are taken from [SI. The solid line in figure 2 shows calculations for shadowing 
ofuin relative to carbon algng with a comparison to a calculation not including only double 
scattering, Le. the attenuafion exponential in (10) is set to unity. Shadowing data are taken from 
[9]. Although boxh curves seem to describe the data well, in shadowing of lead (A=207) relative 

4 
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to 4 protan, the multiple scattering term clearly has a significant effect at low x and has to be 
included. Note that the coherence length in actual data is typically of order ofthe nuclear radius. 

As one: can see, this calculation shows a slight excess over unity at higher x. This 
mtisrhadowing effect is also present in the data. However, no such effect is incorporated in our 
approach. It occurs in our CLKWS, because we divide two nuolear structure functions. Similar 
calculations for shadowing versus prozonrs by construction do not yield antishadowing and 
therefore do no? describe the data as accurately. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We calaulated nuclear shadowing in DIS for various nuclei in an approach based on 
Glauber theory. Basic ingredient for our formulae is a phenomenological parameterization of the 
qq-proton crogs section. Our formularion is a simplification of the Green f ic t ion technique 
developed ia [5,6]. An approximation for the coherence lengrh allows us to employ a realistic 
parameterization of the dipole cross section and the nuclear density. The approach includes all 
higher order rescattering t e r n  and parameter-free calculations are in good agreement with NMC 
data for ahadowingsof tin vs. carbon. We also compared to other shadowing data, not presented 
here. We find that for large nuclei the inclusion o f  all niultiple scattering terms has a noticeable 
effect, so the double scattering approximalhn is insufficient. 

This approach can be extended to calculate shadowing for gluons by postulating a 
particle that splits into a gluon-gluon pair analogous to our photon for quarks. It is crucial to 
have a good understanding of nuclear mod&azions of parton densities in order to gel control 
over the initial conditions in heavy ion collisions at IurIC and LHC, 
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